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Summary of Paper
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Summary of key international agreements dealing with cooling efficiency and 
associated GHGs reduction

Summary of international best practices on promoting cooling efficiency, labelling, and 
low GWP refrigerants

Policy recommendations to achieve climate-friendly, low-carbon cooling

 Summary of the Vienna Convention, Montreal Protocol, and Kigali Amendment

 Introduced electricity consumption in cooling sector and various policies and programs of selected jurisdictions 
to improve energy efficiency and reduce GHG emissions from cooling sector

 Jurisdictions: EU, US (California), Japan, the PRC, Australia, Rep. of Korea

 Seven policy recommendations:
• Enhance compliance with efficiency standards.
• Pay more attention to public institutions.
• Establish a highly efficient cold chain logistics service sector.
• Support the integration of PV, thermal storage and cooling.

• Innovate financing to enable a city-scale development.
• Build a digital platform-as-a-service model.
• Strengthen the capacity building for green cooling.
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Strengths & Suggestions: International Agreements
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 Good summary containing key decisions related to the cooling sector

 Some information needs to be updated.

STRENGTHS

SUGGESTIONS

• Ratification as of February 2022: 198 (Montreal Protocol), 130 (Kigali Amendment)
• A specified group of developed countries will begin the phase-down in 2019. (in reality?)

 Clarification of the sentence, “Since 2010, the agenda of the Montreal Protocol has focused on the phase-
out of CFCs.”
• Global CFCs production and consumption have achieved zero in 2010.
• Discussion on regulating HFCs began in 2009.



Strengths & Suggestions: Best Practices
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 Good overview of various policies in selected jurisdictions

 (PRC) Comparison between old and new standards
 (Japan) Good case-study of Top Runner Program

 Detailed information about F-gas regulation in EU, USA, and 
Japan

 It needs to explain why these policies and programs are international best practices for low-carbon cooling.

STRENGTHS

SUGGESTIONS

• Even though other countries have similar policies and programs, why were they selected as the best practices?
• Evidence of effectiveness (e.g., outcome, compliance, etc.) ?
• Innovative approach or more ambitious targets?

 Beyond summarizing current rules, in-depth case studies would provide with stronger insights.
• Impacts on producers/consumers/markets and decarbonization of cooling
• Success factors and/or challenges
• Japanese Top Runner Program may be a proper example.



Strengths & Suggestions: Summary of Programs
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STRENGTHS

SUGGESTIONS

 Comprehensive summary of relevant regulations and programs

 More structured table would be more helpful for readers.
• Current table lists summaries of policies by country. → lengthy and not much different from Sec on 3 & 4.
• A table that presents comparative analysis would increase the value of this study.

 It needs to be more consistent with Section 3 & 4.
• Jurisdictions and policy description in Section 3 & 4 and in the table are different.

 Some information needs to be updated based on the more recent review.
• The EC is currently reviewing the F-gas Regulation and planning to propose changes to the regulation by the end of 2021.
• (Virginia) The regulation will come into effect on June 1, 2021.



Strengths & Suggestions: Policy Recommendations
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STRENGTHS

SUGGESTIONS

 Various and relevant policy recommendations for low-carbon cooling

 The recommendations include not only policy itself, but also enabling and supporting mechanism for
low-carbon cooling.

 Policy recommendations based on best practices examined in Section 3-5 would be more concrete.
• Current recommendations are based on the ADB’s technical assistance (TA-9870) project.
• The policy recommendations drawn from the analysis of best practices in Section 3-5 would strengthen overall

coherence of the paper.



Further Considerations for Better Policy Implications
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1 How to Raise effectiveness of current policies

 What were the challenges and problems that governments faced while implementing the current
policies, and how can the government overcome these?

 Synergies from combination of policy instruments?

 Would be the effective policies different in developed countries and developing countries?

2 Learning from CFCs/HCFCs regulation

 The governments have successful experience to phase out other refrigerants (CFCs and HCFCs).
What can the governments learn from these experiences for successful phase-out of HFCs?

3
Market-based policy instruments for low-carbon cooling

 Low-carbon cooling requires active participation of private sector (e.g., developing new refrigerants and
cooling efficiency technology).

 Besides regulations, are there effective market-based policies to facilitate the private sector participation?
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